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Introducing Blackfin Boats 302CC:
Experience True Innovation on the Water
Williston, FL — Blackfin Boats is proud to introduce to you the newest addition to the Blackfin
Boats line-up: the 302CC. Making its debut appearance at the 2021 Palm Beach International
Boat Show, the Blackfin 302CC is a true testament to innovation on the water.
Featuring a 10’0” beam, and LOA with engines of 32’8”, the 302CC has an open, and welldesigned layout making it the perfect choice for offshore fishing, recreational activities or
destination boating. With a choice of Mercury or Yamaha engines, and featuring a double stepped
hull designed by Michael Peters Yacht Design, the 302CC offers one of the smoothest and most
efficient rides in its class.
“We believe the 302CC will fill a perfect niche between our very successful 272CC and our
332CC, winner of the 2019 Miami International Boat Show award” said Charles Marshall, CoChairman of Blackfin Boats. “Blackfin Boats continues to develop new product for the center
console and dual console fishing boat market. The design, engineering and materials in our tough
yet elegant fishing boats delivers an unmatched experience on the water”.
Blackfin Boats 302CC comes standard with an abundance of luxurious and well-designed
amenities located throughout. The bow is designed with u-shaped bow seating and bow forwardfacing backrests, as well as a forward facing console seat with flip up armrests. Located beneath
the bow seat cushions and forward facing console seat cushion, you will find insulated storage
areas with overboard drains. A cockpit table with SeaDek inlay, pedestal and vertical side mount
base is also provided, which has been designed to convert into a casting platform in the bow area
when needed.
Bow & cockpit combing bolsters have been placed throughout to ensure comfort while walking
around the vessel or while fishing. A full size head compartment with our patent pending
pantograph door is located on the starboard side, providing ease of access, while a dive door,
located on the portside, is conveniently located and perfect for hauling large fish into the boat,
boarding or getting divers in and out of the water. Courtesy lighting has been placed throughout
and a comfortable transom bench seat is located in the aft cockpit area, which folds away to add
extra space when needed.

The 302CC also boasts an impressive command center. It features a digital engine monitoring
system, lighted weatherproof switches, power assisted steering, helm seats with flip-up bolsters
and an elevated helm platform. A bow thruster has also been added as a standard feature for
added maneuverability. An optional Garmin dual GPS/Chartplotter and Radar is also available to
help complete the package, giving your captain everything he needs for a full day out on the water.
For your fishing adventures, you will find the 302CC has been equipped with everything you could
desire. A fiberglass hardtop system and leaning post comes standard and includes a bait prep
station, cutting board, pull out removable 45 quart Yeti Tundra cooler, sink with fresh water pull
out sprayer, storage drawers, and slide out tackle utility boxes. An optional aft facing seat is
available in lieu of the bait prep station if additional seating options are preferred.
The 302CC also comes equipped with 2 in-floor 54 gallon fish boxes with macerated pump outs,
a 30 gallon transom insulated baitwell with cutting board lid and blue and white light with see
through face to hold your live bait, as well as fresh and raw water wash downs. You will find that
8 gunnel mounted stainless steel rod holders, 4 transom mounted stainless steel rod holders, and
6 hard top rod holders have also been strategically placed throughout the vessel. The 302CC is
also equipped with under gunnel rod racks on both the port and starboard side for rod storage.
On the transom of the boat, you will find a specially designed integral swim platform which will
provide you with full use of the swim platform area with the outboard engines in place. A
telescoping and recessed swim ladder with fiberglass hatch is located on the stern of the platform
providing safe and easy access in and out of the boat, away from the engines while on the water.
Blackfin Boats 302CC has been designed with you, the customer in mind with all the standard
features and amenities you need to help make it the perfect choice for all your boating needs.
Experience true innovation on the water with Blackfin’s 302CC.

ABOUT BLACKFIN
Since its birth in 1973, Blackfin has been the gold standard for top-quality fishing boats. Now the
brand lives on and it's better than ever. Our current line of boats feature both center and dual
console boats which range from 22’ to 39’. Every Blackfin Boat features all the best traits of the
original Blackfin classic fishing boat, seamlessly blended with all the latest in innovative
technology. Our aim at Blackfin Boats is to build on a legendary brand heritage while incorporating
the latest in design, engineering and materials to deliver state-of-the-art fishing boats unmatched
in durability, safety, build quality and warranty.
For more information on Blackfin Boats, visit Blackfinboats.com or contact Rene’ Moore: phone
352-528-2628 Ext. 219 or email: Rene.Moore@BlackfinBoats.com .

